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DNA intercalators are planar molecules that insert between the base pairs of duplex DNA.
Intercalation into DNA necessarily results in changes in DNA conformation, separating base pairs
along the helical axis; thus, intercalators are of great importance as probes of nucleic acid structure
and as interferents of DNA replication, transcription, and/or topoisomerase activities. Relationships
between structures of intercalators and the changes they cause in DNA conformation are subtle and
remain unresolved. An intercalating drug molecule has been synthesized that incorporates markers
easily distinguished by atomic force microscopy~AFM!. This specially designed psoralen derivative
has been intercalated into DNA. To facilitate recognition of the point of intercalation, the psoralen
derivative contained a biotin moiety that was exposed and bound readily to streptavidin-coated
colloidal gold beads. Atomic force micrographs were obtained following electrostatic
immobilization of the DNA/psoralen complexes onto mica surfaces. This article presents AFM
images of intercalating drug–DNA complexes which may provide further data for the study of
structure/intercalator relationships. ©1995 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic force microscopy~AFM! can reliably image
nucleic acids.1–4 Structures visualized by AFM include
nucleic acid complexes with macromolecules such as
large T antigen,5 Escherichia coliRNA polymerase,6 and
staphylococcal protein.7 In theE. coliRNA polymerase com-
plex, a DNA bend increases upon transition from initiation
elongation. In addition, AFM imaging in solution has mad
possible the study of dynamics of aqueous nucleic acid8

Scanning tunneling microscopic~STM! studies have in-
cluded those of synthetic oligonucleotides and intercalativ
bound metal complexes.10

DNA intercalators are small planar molecules that ins
between the base pairs of duplex DNA. Intercalation in
DNA necessarily results in changes in DNA conformatio
while separating base pairs along the helical axis; thus, in
calators are of great importance as probes of nucleic a
structure and as interferents of DNA replication, transcr
tion, and/or topoisomerase activities. Relationships betw
structures of intercalators and the changes they caus
DNA conformation are subtle and remain unresolved.11 DNA
intercalators are widely used photochemotherapeu
agents.12 Psoralens have drawn attention as they are use
the treatment of psoriasis, vitiligo, and other skin disorders13

Psoralens photoreact with nucleic acids when irradiated w
long wavelength ultraviolet light~365 nm! to form mono-
and diadducts to adjacent pyrimidine bases.14 Diaddition re-
sults in covalent interstrand bridges or crosslinks.15,16 The
psoralen DNA covalent adducts are stable and the produ
of the photoreaction of psoralens with nucleic acids ha
been isolated and well-characterized.17 The sequence speci
ficity of psoralens and their impact on the secondary str
ture of DNA has also been well-documented.18–21Psoralens
are generally not sequence specific nor do they induce be
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in DNA. Because of their ability to form crosslinks, psor-
alens have become useful probes in the study of nucleic a
structure and function. Biotinylated psoralen derivative
have been synthesized for use as a hybridization probe.22,23

Colloidal gold particles are used routinely in the marking
of proteins and membranes for visualization in both scannin
and transmission electron microscopy. Gold particles a
now being used in AFM as standards for assessing tip sha
and sample compressibility.24 Recently, Henderson prepared
biotinylated DNAs in which the biotin moiety was co-
valently linked to terminal25 and internal26 nucleotides.
Treatment of these modified DNAs with streptavidin-coate
colloidal gold beads enabled recognition of the point of b
otinylation. This labeling procedure may be exploited to ma
regions of interest in chromosomal DNA.

Our interest is in the application of SPM to characteriz
the structure of intercalating drug–nucleic acid complexe
Psoralen is the focus of our initial studies because its inte
action with nucleic acids has been well characterized. Sin
the resolution of AFM is currently not sufficient to locate a
single intercalated psoralen molecule, we have developed
marking system based on colloidal gold beads to facilita
recognition of the site of intercalation. Figure 1 illustrates th
concept.

We have synthesized a biotinylated trimethylpsoralen
enable the attachment of the colloidal gold bead marker
the intercalator~see Figure 2!. In this article, we demonstrate
that this approach enabled the visualization of the site
intercalation and present the first AFM images of intercala
ing drug–nucleic acid complexes.

II. EXPERIMENT

Unless otherwise noted, all reagents were used as
ceived from Sigma Aldrich. Nanopure® water~18.3 MV cm!
was exclusively used in this work. Buffer solutions for AFM
sample preparation were 10 mM ammonium acetate and
1746/13(3)/1746/6/$6.00 ©1995 American Vacuum Society
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1747 Coury et al. : Scanning probe visualization of drug–nucleic acid complexes 1747
mM magnesium chloride,pH adjusted to 7.0 by addition of 5
M sodium hydroxide. All operations involving the intercalat
ing drug were carried out under subdued lighting.Caution:
Psoralen and its derivatives are mutagenic. Appropriate pr
cautions should be made when handling these materials.

A. Synthesis of biotinylated trimethylpsoralen (5)

48-chloromethyl-4,58,8-trimethylpsoralen ~2! was pre-
pared from trioxsalen~Fluka!~1! as described by Isaacs
et al.27 ‘‘Diamine psoralen’’~3! was prepared through reac-
tion of ~2! with N,N8-dimethylethylenediamine in accor-
dance with the procedure described by Goldenberget al.28 A
nearly quantitative yield was obtained by increasing the r
action time to 72 vs 24 h. The final step of the reactio
sequence involved the reaction of NHS-Biotin~Pierce! ~4!
with ~3! as delineated by Saffranet al.22 The purified bioti-
nylated trimethylpsoralen~5! ran as a single, sharp peak on
HPLC reverse phase column~Bondapak phenyl, Waters! in
CH3CN:0.05 M NH4OAc 43:57. Fast atom bombardmen
~FAB! mass spectrometry in a ‘‘magic bullet’’ matrix exhib-
ited an M11 peak atm/z 555, consistent with the expected
structure.

B. Preparation of plasmid DNA

The plasmid DNA used in this research waspBluBacHis
b ~In Vitrogen, V370-20! hereafter abbreviated aspBBHb.
The circular 10.3 kb plasmid was transformed into comp
tent HB101 cells. To amplify the plasmid, a 500 ml culture o
the HB101 cells containingpBBHb was grown and the plas-
mid isolated according to the protocol of Maniatiset al.29

The plasmid DNA was then purified using a CsCl gradie
and concentrated by ethanol precipitation. After isolation, th
DNA was then resuspended in 10 mM ammonium acetate

FIG. 1. Strategy for labeling sites of intercalation.
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mM magnesium chloride/pH57 buffer at a concentration of
;120 mg/ml as determined by ultraviolet~UV! absorbance
at 260 nm.

C. Preparation of intercalated DNA

1. Method A

A 20 mL aliquot of the 120mg/ml ~231028! pBBHb plas-
mid in buffer was placed into a cap of a microcentrifuge tube
that had been positioned upside down and glued to the bo
tom of a plastic Petri dish. The use of this plastic microcen
trifuge tube cap reduces loss of DNA through adhesion t
surfaces and facilitates the transfer of the intercalation rea
tion mixture once irradiation has been completed. A 20mL
aliquot of biotinylated trimethylpsoralen in buffer~whose
concentration depended upon the desired ratio of intercalat
to plasmid! was also placed into the cap and the solution wa
allowed to cool in a refrigerator~;4 °C! for 15 min. After
cooling, the Petri dish containing the cap and solution wa
placed on ice and covered with a Corning filter No. 4303
This filter removes lower wavelength UV radiation that may
photoreverse the psoralen crosslinking.30 A hand held long
wavelength UV lamp~Ultraviolet Products, Inc., model
UVSL-58, lmax5360 nm! was placed directly over the filter
where it remained;1 cm from the intercalation reaction
mixture. The mixture was irradiated for 15 min before the
lamp was removed. A 1mL aliquot of 10mg/ml ~231027 M!
streptavidin-coated colloidal gold beads, 5 nm diam.~Amer-

FIG. 2. Synthesis of biotinylated trimethylpsoralen.
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FIG. 3. ~a! and ~b! pBlueBacHis b circular plasmid DNA~10.3 kb! on mica.
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sham!, was added to the intercalated DNA solution and a
lowed to incubate for 1 h atroom temperature.

2. Method B

A 20 mL aliquot of the 0.1mg/ml ~131028 M! bio-
tinylated trimethylpsoralen in buffer was placed into a m
crocentrifuge tube cap positioned as described in method
A 1 mL aliquot of the 40 ug/ml~831027 M! streptavidin-
coated colloidal gold beads solution was added and allow
to incubate for 1 h atroom temperature. A 20mL aliquot of
the 24mg/ml ~431029 M! pBBHb plasmid in buffer was
added to the gold bead labeled intercalator solution. T
mixture was allowed to cool in a refrigerator~;4 °C! for 15
min and then irradiated as described in method A.

D. AFM sample preparation

The mica used in the experiment was muscovite gre
mica ~New York Mica Co.!. Mica disks 3/16 in. in diameter
were punched~Ralmike Tool-a-Rama®!, blown free of mica
dust, and freshly cleaved utilizing the ‘‘tape-press’’metho
immediately before application of the DNA sample. A por
tion of the DNA solution was successively diluted to provid
a final DNA concentration of;0.3 mg/ml. A 5 mL aliquot
was placed directly onto a piece of freshly cleaved mica a
allowed to stand for 10 min. The mica disk was then gent
rinsed by dipping once into water, once into 50/50 ethano
water, and twice into anhydrous ethanol. After carefull
‘‘wicking’’ dry with a Kimwipe,® the disk was blown dry
with a clean, compressed chlorofluorocarbon gas~electronics
cleaner, Memorex! at an angle normal to the disk surface
The disk was then stored overnight in a desiccator containi
P2O5 prior to imaging.

E. AFM imaging

A Nanoscope II® ~Digital Instruments! was utilized for
imaging purposes. The samples were imaged under a m
mum constant force in the repulsive contact regime as in
cated by force distance curves obtained frequently during t
imaging procedure. Total forces encountered were typica
,10 nN. Cantilevers with a force constant of 0.10 N/m an
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 13, No. 3, May/Jun 1995
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oxide etched~i.e., sharpened! pyramidal Si3N4 probe tips
with a radius of;20–40 nm~sharpened microlevers,® Park
Scientific! were utilized. Tip radii and force constants were
provided by the manufacturer. All images acquired are hig
resolution ~i.e., 400 data points per scan line X 400 sca
lines!. Scan direction was maintained at 180°. This scan d
rection collects imaging data as the tip is ‘‘drawn over’’ the
DNA plasmid versus being ‘‘pushed over.’’ Dry N2 at a flow
rate of 1 L/min was passed through the imaging chamb
while imaging was in progress to minimize the effects o
humidity.31 Dryness of the samples was confirmed by th
monitoring of initial force curves to assure that a minimum
total force existed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The AFM sample preparation procedure as describe
above resulted in very clean images with backgrounds ess
tially devoid of buffer salt deposits. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! are
images typical of those routinely obtained of 10.3 kbpBBH
circular plasmids on mica. The plasmids in Fig. 3 measure
3300 nm in length, consistent with the expected length of
10.3 kb plasmid in the B-DNA form. In all instances,
whether imaging unintercalated or intercalated DNA, the im
mobilization scheme resulted in no movement of the DN
by the probe tip.

The sample preparation protocol yielded very clean im
ages of intercalated DNA–Au conjugates as well. Figure
4~a!–4~d! contain images typical of those routinely obtained
of the DNA psoralen–Au conjugates. In each of these im
ages, features we attribute to being a single gold bead a
apparent either on top of or adjacent to each plasmid. Is
lated gold beads were seldom observed in the backgrou
indicating that the rinsing procedure effectively removes un
bound markers from the substrate. These features were ne
observed in the following control experiments:~1! imaging
of unintercalated DNA,~2! imaging of unintercalated DNA
with streptavidin-coated gold, and~3! imaging of interca-
lated DNA without streptavidin-coated gold beads. Th
beads are generally uniform in size and shape. Bead dime
sions are identical to those found in images of uncomplexe
streptavidin-coated colloidal gold on Mg21-modified mica.
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FIG. 4. ~a!–~d! Intercalated plasmid DNA with colloidal gold marking the site of intercalation.
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Widths of the DNA and gold markers are convoluted d
to the size and geometry of the scanning probe tip. Fo
hemispherical tip, the apparent widths can be shown to
~8dR!1/2 whereR is the radius of the tip andd is the actual
diameter of the feature being measured.32With this model, 5
nm diam. gold particles imaged with a probe tip radius
20–40 nm should yield an image feature width of 28–
nm. Similarly, DNA plasmids~with a Watson–Crick double
helix diameter of 2 nm! imaged with a probe tip of the sam
radius should yield feature widths of 18–25 nm. In mo
instances, image feature widths were consistent with the
pected ranges.

Figure 5 depicts the results of a typical line scan analy
performed on a high resolution image of a DN
psoralen–Au conjugate. The height of the gold marker in t
particular line scan was 3.12 nm; gold marker heights rang
from 3 to 7 nm. Although frictional effects may introduc
errors in the otherwise straightforward height determinati
of gold beads,24 the observed range in height is consiste
with the size distribution of the colloidal gold provided b
the manufacturer. If one assumes that the measured heig
an accurate estimate of the diameter of this particular g
bead, then the deconvoluted diameter of the DNA strand
Fig. 5 is 2.2 nm, in reasonable agreement with the crysta
graphically determined diameter of B-DNA.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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FIG. 5. Line scan analysis across a gold marker at high resolution.
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FIG. 6. ~a! and ~b! Plasmid DNA containing multiple gold markers.
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Two different methods were used for preparing interc
lated DNA samples. In both methods, a large ratio of b
tinylated psoralen to DNA plasmid molecules was used
compensate for photodegradation of unbound psoralen
occurs during irradiation.30 With method A, the biotinylated
psoralen was intercalated prior to labeling with the go
marker. The ratio of marked plasmids to marker-free pla
mids was always less than the ratio of gold beads to pl
mids. This observation suggests either incomplete labeling
intercalated psoralen molecules or that the irradiation
grades a significantly higher than expected fraction of b
tinylated psoralen.

To evaluate whether the intercalation-labeling reaction
quence was important for AFM visualization of the drug
DNA complex, the biotinylated psoralen was labeled wi
the gold marker prior to intercalation, i.e., method B. Ima
analysis showed that the ratio of marked plasmids to mark
free plasmids was always less than the ratio of gold bead
plasmids used in preparation of samples by this method. T
observation supports the suggestion of significant photod
radation of the biotinylated psoralen. Alternatively, the r
duced number of marked plasmids may also indicate t
intercalation is inhibited by the short length of the spac
unit ~; 1.9 nm! separating the intercalating moiety and th
biotin. We are currently synthesizing biotinylated psoral
molecules with longer spacer units to test this hypothesis
either case, the observation of labeled plasmids prepared
ing method B provides convincing proof of concept that t
site of intercalation can be identified by AFM.

A few plasmids were found with more than one go
bead. Figure 6~a! provides an image of a plasmid with thre
marked sites of intercalation. Figure 6~b! shows a plasmid
with two marked sites of intercalation in close proximit
suggesting that the labeling approach used may provide u
ful information concerning the neighboring effects of inte
calation. Plasmids with multiple intercalation sites may al
provide information on the lengthening effects thought
occur with intercalation.

The preliminary results presented herein suggest t
AFM may be a useful tool for determining the structur
changes in nucleic acids induced by intercalation. Seve
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 13, No. 3, May/Jun 1995
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important issues which remain include the length and chem
cal identity of the spacer separating the intercalating un
from the marker, the diameter of the marker as well as th
mode of binding of the intercalator. In the present study,
very short, flexible ethylenediamine linker was used to
couple the intercalating unit to the biotin-streptavidin
marker. We are currently preparing biotinylated psoralen
with longer linkers which may improve the efficiency of la-
beling as well as displace the marker from the plasmid in th
image. This displacement may enable pinpointing of the sit
of intercalation with enhanced precision. We are also inves
tigating the use of markers with smaller diameters; these wi
be essential for visualization of the neighboring effects o
intercalation. Finally, the biotinylated psoralen used in this
study was covalently bound to the plasmid. Yet, most inter
calators are electrostatically bound. Thus, images of electr
statically bound intercalator–DNA complexes must be ob
tained before the potential of AFM in determining the
structural changes in nucleic acids induced by intercalatio
can be properly assessed. Current efforts are directed
wards this end.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This article provides AFM images of intercalating drug–
nucleic acid complexes providing proof of concept that col
loidal gold markers enable recognition of the point of psor
alen intercalation into nucleic acids. This approach shoul
faciliate AFM studies of the subtle and currently unresolved
relationship between intercalator structure and DNA confor
mation. Visualization of other intercalating drug–DNA com-
plexes are currently under investigation using this approac
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